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donkey kong returns in donkey kong: jungle beat as one of the playable characters. when there is a
mix-up between his and k. rool, donkey kong is dragged down into a deeper part of the jungle where
he faces off against different enemies and bosses. after defeating crash bandicoot, mario, and luigi,

he faces his old friend, king k. rool, in a showdown. however, rool is far too powerful for donkey
kong's puny fists, so he grabs donkey kong and tosses him away from the island. donkey kong then

proceeds to fly through the jungle in search of k. rool. he finally finds him, and ends the fight by
grabbing him and slamming him on the ground. once the battle is over, donkey kong returns home,

along with his pals. in the game donkeys , donkey kong accidentally left his daughter dixie with
some monkeys. the monkeys helped themselves to donkey's many treasures, such as his farm, and
even dixie's baby brother kiddy kong. in retaliation, donkey kong chased the monkeys down and got
separated from the baby. seeing the loneliness, dixie and kiddy kong decided to go on adventures

with donkey kong, and donkey kong agreed, leading the duo to eventually rescue dixie's baby
brother. however, donkey kong accidentally left his hammer behind with the baby. in the game

donkey kong 64 , donkey kong and diddy kong are invited to go on a tour boat to visit an island with
a volcano. when the duo touch the edge of the boat, they are teleported to an island where they
meet the statues of donkey kong and diddy kong from the original game. after loading up some

barrels and boxes of bananas in the boat to transport them to the island, they touch it again and are
teleported to the island's entrance. donkey kong and diddy kong walk the island's paths and find

their way to the entrance. once they arrive, they find out that both donkey and diddy kong weren't
there in the first place. upon returning to the boat, donkey kong looks inside, sees some bananas,
and gets sucked inside the barrel. the duo are later found on a new island by two strange insects.
they follow them to another volcano. the insects lead them to a very interesting place, the island's
home. after finishing looking around the island, the duo explore the island's paths. they then get to
the island's entrance, and donkey kong and diddy kong are finally teleported back to the boat. after
the duo returns, donkey kong leaves, but not before showing diddy kong a mushroom. diddy kong
then gets into a car with the mushroom and the duo leaves to explore more paths on the island.
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donkey kong was a group
member in the gallop dancers,

who was chosen by phoebe to be
her dance partner because of his
strong jump-dance skills. donkey

kong worked best with luigi,
even regaling him with stories of
his past adventures with mario

and luigi. in the collector's
edition, donkey kong was luigi's

partner in the ludo caper.
donkey kong would often act
shocked or nervous whenever

luigi got nervous, but this often
resulted in donkey kong

appearing drunk for most of the
game. donkey kong had one of
the earliest appearances in the
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history of the mario series in the
game & watch version of donkey

kong. a young donkey kong is
seen in the introductory screen

of the game. when mario
pressed the screen, donkey kong

would jump off his stool and
swing on a beam of light. in
addition, a small version of

donkey kong also appeared in
yoshi's island ds. donkey kong

reappeared in the super
nintendo/super famicom/super
nes/mega drive port of donkey
kong country 2: diddy's kong
quest as one of diddy kong's
friends; the game revolves

around the kongs competing
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with diddy on a quest for
bananas. donkey kong himself is

actually identical to the new
donkey kong of donkey kong

country 2, despite the older one
having some slight character
design changes. donkey kong
can be considered the most

stereotypical mario character in
this game, as his out-of-the-box
personality is fairly bland and
only notable for its zaniness. a
more mild-mannered donkey
kong is seen alongside his old

friend diddy in the ds remake of
donkey kong country 2, as his
behavior in this game is nearly
identical to his behavior in the
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snes/super nes/mega drive
version. 5ec8ef588b
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